MFL By Masson Accent Pinhole
Adjustable LED Dimmable White
Downlight in Warm White

$59.95

SPECIFICATIONS
SKU

177638

Product Type

Lighting

Brand

MFL

Lumens

650

Beam Angle

15 degrees/38
degrees/60 degrees

Colour Temperature

3000K Warm White

CRI

90

Warranty

3 years from date of
purchase

Width / Diameter (mm)

90

Height (mm)

115

Cutout

82

Dimmable

Yes, see description tab
for compatible dimmers

Remote Driver

Included

IC (Insulation Contact)
Rated

IC-4

Voltage

240V

Globe Included

Yes

Globe Type

LED

Globe Quantity

0

Wattage (Max)

12W

Room Type

Bedroom, Dining Room,
Kitchen, Living Room

Lighting Technology

LED Lights

Style

Modern

Colour

White

*Price and Product details are correct only at the time of printing.

DESCRIPTION
MFL by Masson Accent Pinhole adjustable 650 lumen
LED dimmable white downlight in warm white with
interchangeable oval or round face plates.
Interchangeable reflectors included for different beam
angles
This downlight has integrated LED's in the fitting . The
MFL Pinhole downlight is designed to create a mood with
a controlled spread of light. The pinhole downlight comes
with both an oval and round face plates and is perfect to
highlight artwork or wall, creating pools of light down
hallways or on tables or bench tops. The reflectors have
been carefully designed to allow great design flexibility
with a 15,38 and 60 degree reflector supplied with each
downlight. The 60 degree reflector is perfect for general
lighting providing a large pool of diffused light. The 38
degree can be used on higher ceilings pushing more
light onto the working plane and also great for
highlighting art. The 15 degree beam is great for
cascading light down a wall, highlighting a table or
artwork or creating pools of concentrated light. This
gimble downlight is a stylish and minimalist design with
low glare reflectors that provide comfortable lighting. The
gimble action directs the full spectrum light in your
desired direction. This product has been tested with the
following dimmers:
DIGINET LED Smart MEDM,Clipsal 31E2RUDM,
32E450TM, 32E450UDM, 31E2PUDM and
32ELEDM, HPM: Cat. 400T, and Lucci LEDlux SKU#
290998.
For the best dimming range, use with the Lucci LEDlux
SKU# 290998 dimmer and adjust the variable resistor at
minimum and maximum dimming positions on the
dimmer during the installation.
Click Here for Installation Instructions
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